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Abstract The existence of star-to-star light-element abundance variations in
massive Galactic and extragalactic star clusters has fairly recently superseded
the traditional paradigm of individual clusters hosting stars with the same age,
and uniform chemical composition. Several scenarios have been put forward
to explain the origin of this multiple stellar population phenomenon, but so
far all have failed to reproduce the whole range of key observations.
Complementary to high-resolution spectroscopy, which has first revealed
and characterized chemically the presence of multiple populations in Galac-
tic globular clusters, photometry has been instrumental in investigating this
phenomenon in much larger samples of stars –adding a number of crucial ob-
servational constraints and correlations with global cluster properties– and in
the discovery and characterization of multiple populations also in Magellanic
Clouds’ intermediate-age clusters.
The purpose of this review is to present the theoretical underpinning and
application of the photometric techniques devised to identify and study multi-
ple populations in resolved star clusters. These methods have played and con-
tinue to play a crucial role in advancing our knowledge of the cluster multiple
population phenomenon, and promise to extend the scope of these investiga-
tions to resolved clusters even beyond the Local Group, with the launch of the
James Webb Space Telescope.
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1 Introduction
Globular clusters (GCs) are widely employed as tracers of Galaxy evolution,
due to their old ages (on the order of 10 Gyr) which imply a formation red-
shift z ∼2 or higher, around the peak of the cosmic star formation (see, e.g.,
Madau and Dickinson 2014). Their survival until today allows us to treat GCs
as fossil records, whose stars preserve the chemical and dynamical properties
of their origin.
The formation of GCs is however still an open problem (see, e.g., Forbes et al.
2018, for a recent review), made even more complex by the discovery that
they do not host simple (single-age, single chemical composition) stellar pop-
ulations, as generally believed. It is since about 40 years that variations of the
initial chemical abundances of some light elements in individual Milky Way
GCs have been revealed, (see, e.g., Cohen 1978), however only the much more
recent advent of high-resolution multi-object spectrographs has firmly estab-
lished this result (see, e.g., Carretta et al. 2009a,b; Gratton et al. 2012, and
references therein).
In addition to direct spectroscopic measurements, intracluster abundance
variations have been revealed also through photometry, due to their effect on
stellar effective temperatures, luminosities, and spectral energy distributions
(see, e.g., Salaris et al. 2006; Marino et al. 2008; Yong et al. 2008; Sbordone et al.
2011; Cassisi et al. 2013; Dalessandro et al. 2016; Mucciarelli et al. 2016; Milone et al.
2017b; Dalessandro et al. 2018; Salaris et al. 2019). The use of appropriate
colours and colour combinations (denoted as colour indices or pseudocolours)
has indeed allowed us to greatly enlarge the sample of clusters investigated,
the sample of stars surveyed in individual clusters, and the range of evolu-
tionary phases (including the main sequence, typically too faint to be inves-
tigated spectroscopically with current observational facilities) where chemi-
cal abundance variations have been detected (see, e.g., Milone et al. 2012c;
Monelli et al. 2013; Piotto et al. 2015; Milone et al. 2017b; Niederhofer et al.
2017).
By taking advantage of both spectroscopy and photometry, it has been
definitively established that individual GCs host roughly coeval multiple pop-
ulations (MPs) of stars, born with chemical abundance distributions charac-
terised by anticorrelations between C-N and O-Na (sometimes also Mg-Al)
pairs, and a range of He abundances. For the majority of Galactic GCs the
abundances of the other elements, and in particular Fe, are remarkably uni-
form within individual clusters (see, e.g., the reviews by Gratton et al. 2012;
Bastian and Lardo 2018; Gratton et al. 2019), although it does exist a small
sample of objects like ω Cen, Terzan 5, or M2, known to host stars born with
a range of initial Fe abundances1.
Most scenarios for the origin of MPs (reviewed, e.g., in Bastian and Lardo
2018) invoke subsequent episodes of star formation. Stars with CNONa (and
1 Interestingly, it has been found that within these ‘peculiar’ clusters C-N, O-Na anti-
correlations are present among stars with the same Fe abundance (see, e.g. Marino et al.
2011).
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He) abundance ratios similar to those observed in the halo field populations
are supposed to be the first objects to form (we denote them as P1 stars), while
stars enriched in N and Na (and He) and depleted in C and O formed later (we
denote them as P2 stars), from freshly synthesised gas ejected by some class of
polluter stars belonging to the P1 population. To date, none of the proposed
scenarios is able to explain quantitatively the ensemble of chemical patterns
observed in individual GCs (see Renzini et al. 2015; Bastian and Lardo 2018,
for independent discussions). Also, recent indications of He abundance vari-
ations among P1 stars in a sample of GCs (Lardo et al. 2018; Milone et al.
2018) is particularly difficult to accommodate by these scenarios.
Photometric (see, e.g., Larsen et al. 2014; Dalessandro et al. 2016; Gilligan et al.
2019; Lagioia et al. 2019b; Nardiello et al. 2019, and references therein) and
to a lesser extent spectroscopic (Mucciarelli et al. 2009) observations have also
shown that this MP phenomenon –meaning that individual clusters host stars
born with a range of chemical abundances displaying the same anticorrela-
tion patterns as in Galactic GCs– is not confined to Galactic GCs, for MPs
have been discovered also in old clusters of the Magellanic Clouds, the Fornax
dwarf galaxy, and M31. Integrated spectroscopy of clusters in M31 also reveal
the signature of MPs amongst old massive clusters in this galaxy (see, e.g.,
Schiavon et al. 2013).
Additionally, recent spectroscopic and to a much larger extent photomet-
ric studies of small samples of intermediate-age, resolved extragalactic massive
clusters, have shown that clusters down to ages of ∼2 Gyr do host MPs (see,
e.g., Hollyhead et al. 2019; Lagioia et al. 2019a; Martocchia et al. 2019, and
references therein). This result adds an additional and very important piece
of information to the MP puzzle, because it strongly suggests a close connec-
tion between the formation of old GCs and young massive clusters (see, e.g.,
Kruijssen 2015).
It should be clear from this very brief summary, that photometry has played
and continues to play a crucial role in the detection and characterization of
MPs in resolved clusters. Obviously, high-resolution spectroscopy enables a
more detailed investigation of the chemical patterns of P2 stars, and has been
responsible for the discovery of the MP phenomenon, but for the majority of
Galactic GCs this type of analysis is restricted to the bright red giant branch
(RGB) stars, and in any case to a limited number of objects. Even harder is
to perform spectroscopy of individual stars in extragalactic objects.
On the other hand, imaging allows us to disentangle efficiently P1 and P2
populations in individual clusters, through photometry of samples of many
thousands of stars, and to cover wider regions in the sky compared to spectro-
scopic surveys. This has enabled us to infer robustly the number ratios of P1
to P2 stars, and study their radial distributions, by virtue of the large sam-
ples of objects observed. For example, the HST UV Legacy Survey of Galactic
Globular Clusters (Piotto et al. 2015) has taken advantage of HST photomet-
ric high precision and accuracy, to detect and characterize MPs in a large
sample of Galactic GCs, and explore the link with their host cluster proper-
ties with unprecedented precision. HST photometry has also been pivotal in
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the discovery of MPs in several intermediate-age massive clusters (see, e.g.,
Martocchia et al. 2019). The information gained from photometry is therefore
crucial to try and identify the mechanisms for the formation of massive star
clusters.
The purpose of this review is to discuss the theoretical underpinning and
application of the main photometric tools to able to identify and characterize
MPs in resolved star clusters. We first summarize in Sects.2 and 3 the impact
of P2 chemical abundances on theoretical stellar models and isochrones, and
the predicted spectral energy distributions. These results are then employed
in Sects. 4, 5, and 6 to introduce and discuss several photometric diagnostics
to detect and characterize MPs in star clusters. We close in Sect. 7 with a
summary of the main results related to MP discoveries and characterization,
obtained by photometric surveys of massive star clusters, and future prospects
for this type of investigation.
2 Impact of chemical abundance anticorrelations on stellar
evolution models, tracks and isochrones
As mentioned in the Introduction, in the context of massive cluster MPs are
groups of stars born with different initial chemical compositions, but very
similar ages. The chemical pattern that tells apart the various populations
comprises anticorrelations between the abundances of specific pairs of ele-
ments amongst stars in the same cluster, namely C-N, O-Na, and sometimes
Al-Mg (and rarely Si-F) (see the discussion in Gratton et al. 2019, and ref-
erences therein). P1 stars show abundance ratios typical of field stars – with
the same [Fe/H] – in the cluster environment (for example, field Galactic halo
stars in case of Galactic GCs), while P2 stars comprise objects with enhanced
N and depleted C, enhanced Na and depleted O, enhanced Al and depleted
Mg, compared to the P1 population. Clusters with spectroscopic measure-
ments of C, N and O, show that the sum (C + N +O) is constant within
current uncertainties (a factor 1.5-2), with few exceptions represented by the
Galactic GCs NGC 1851 (but see Villanova et al. 2010; Yong et al. 2009, for
conflicting results on this cluster), NGC 6656 (Marino et al. 2012b), and ω Cen
(Marino et al. 2012a). This latter cluster is also well known to display a large
range of [Fe/H]. Figure 1 shows abundances of RGB stars for a small sample of
Galactic GCs, which follow clear C-N, O-Na and Mg-Al anticorrelations (see
Cassisi et al. 2013).
The pairs of elements involved and their anticorrelated patterns points to
an origin linked to high-temperature proton captures during CNO H-burning.
This, in turn, suggests also the presence of He abundance variations between
P1 and P2 stars. Helium variations (∆Y , where Y denotes the He mass frac-
tion) can be determined by direct spectroscopic measurements in bright RGB
stars (through a chromospheric line) and horizontal branch (HB) stars hot
enough to show He photospheric lines (Teff >8500 K), but cooler than the Teff
limit for the onset of atomic diffusion (∼12000 K, see e.g. Dupree and Avrett
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Fig. 1 Observed [C/Fe]-[N/Fe] (upper panel), [O/Fe]-[Na/Fe] (middle panel) and [Mg/Fe]-
[Al/Fe] (lower panel) abundance patterns for stars belonging to a sample of RGB stars in
Galactic GC. The filled circles display the representative P1 and P2 abundance ratios (with
the same CNO sum) employed in our analysis (see text for details).
2013; Marino et al. 2014; Mucciarelli et al. 2014; Pasquini et al. 2011; Villanova et al.
2012). The few available measurements are consistent with some He-abundance
spreads coupled to the CNONaMgAl anticorrelations, although the uncertain-
ties are large.
To employ photometry as an additional diagnostic to detect and character-
ize cluster MPs, we need to assess the impact of the P2 chemical abundance
patterns first on stellar evolution models, and the corresponding tracks and
isochrones in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD), and then on the pre-
dicted spectral energy distributions (SEDs) .
2.1 Impact of the light-element anticorrelations on stellar models and
evolutionary tracks
The effect of CNONaMgAl anticorrelations on stellar models has been inves-
tigated by Salaris et al. (2006), Pietrinferni et al. (2009), Cassisi et al. (2013),
and Dotter et al. (2015). Here we first explore the effect of this metal abun-
dance patterns at fixed initial helium abundance.
Reference calculations for the P1 populations are from the BaSTI (Pietrinferni et al.
2006) models computed with an α-enhanced [α/Fe]=0.4 metal mixture. The
P2 models –unless otherwise noted– have been calculated, at a given [Fe/H]
and Y , including depletions of C, O and Mg by 0.6 dex 0.8 dex and 0.3 dex
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by mass, respectively, and enhancements of N, Na and Al by 1.44 dex, 0.8 dex
and 1 dex, compared to P1 abundances Cassisi et al. (2013). The (C+N+O)
sum in the P2 metal composition is within 0.5% of the P1 value, and the re-
sulting total metal mass fraction Z is the same between P1 and P2 models at a
given [Fe/H] and Y . These P2 abundance patterns are shown in Fig. 1, super-
imposed on the abundances observed in a sample of Galactic GCs. We chose
in our modeling somewhat extreme values of the observed anticorrelations
(as observed in NGC 6752 and NGC 2808, see also the detailed discussions
in Carretta et al. 2005; Gratton et al. 2012, 2019, and references therein) to
maximise their impact on stellar models as well as on their SEDs (see Sect. 3).
In addition, we also consider the effect of a CNO-enhanced (CNOenh) metal
distribution, with the (C+N+O) sum larger by a factor of 2 compared to P1
abundances (the only difference compared to the CNO-constant P2 composi-
tion is that N is enhanced by 1.8 dex rather than 1.44 dex, see Sbordone et al.
2011). This is to investigate the effect of a CNO-enhancement, as observed in
some Galactic GCs, like NGC 6656 and ω Cen. In this case the metallicity Z
of P2 models is a factor of 2 higher than the P1 counterpart with the same
[Fe/H] and Y .
From basic stellar physics we expect the differences between P1 and P2
composition to affect the radiative Rosseland mean opacity κ, the equation of
state and the energy generation efficiency, which in turn can have an impact
on luminosity, Teff and lifetime of the models. Actually, the reference P2
composition with unchanged CNO sum does not have any significant impact
on model structure, lifetime, evolutionary tracks, in the regime of Galactic GCs
(see, e.g., Cassisi et al. 2013), but also, as we have verified with appropriate
calculations, at intermediate ages down to 1-2 Gyr and [Fe/H] up to about
half solar values.
A sizable effect is however expected in case of the CNOenh P2 composition
(Salaris et al. 2006; Cassisi et al. 2008; Pietrinferni et al. 2009; Ventura et al.
2009; VandenBerg et al. 2012), mainly through opacity and energy generation
efficiency. Figure 2 displays the relative difference of the radiative opacity
in both high- and low-temperature regimes, between matter with a normal
α−enhanced P1 heavy element distribution and matter with the P2 CNOenh
mixture, for [Fe/H]=−1.6 and Y=0.246. The differences are displayed as a
function of the density parameter R=ρ /T 36 –where ρ is the density in g · cm
−3
and T6 the temperature in million Kelvin– and various temperatures T
For temperatures lower than about 10,000 K and logR ≤ −1.0, i.e. in the
regime typical of the envelopes of low-mass models along the main sequence
(MS), subgiant branch (SGB) and RGB, differences are small, except for very
low temperatures around 3000 K. On the other hand, at temperatures above
10,000 K and larger values of R, typical of model interiors, differences are
much more significant. The opacity of the CNOenh composition is typically
larger than that of the P1 metal mixture, with differences mainly confined
to R values in the range between logR ∼ +1 and ∼ +4. The larger values of
the opacities in this regime are consistent with the fact that C, N and O are
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Fig. 2 Relative difference of the radiative Rosseland mean opacity between a standard P1
α−enhanced composition, and the CNO-enhanced P2 CNOenh composition at fixed [Fe/H]
and Y , and several temperatures (see labels), as a function of the density parameter R (see
text for details). The corresponding total metal mass fractions Z are also labelled.
among the main contributors to the high-temperature opacity of the stellar
matter (see, e.g., Salaris et al. 1993; VandenBerg et al. 2012).
Results from the computation of low-mass models with P1 and P2 compo-
sitions can be summarised as follows:
– If the CNO sum is the same in P1 and P2 models, evolutionary tracks
(including the core He-burning stage) and isochrones of P2 populations
are identical to their α-enhanced P1 counterparts with the same [Fe/H]
and Y , meaning that there is no need for dedicated calculations. This is
important, given that, as already mentioned, measurements (albeit not
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Fig. 3 Upper panel: HRD of evolutionary tracks for a 0.8M⊙ model computed with the
α-enhanced P1 composition, and the P2 CNOenh metal mixture, both with the same [Fe/H]
([Fe/H]=−0.7) and initial He abundance (Y=0.266). The short-dashed line shows a track
calculated with radiative opacities appropriate for the P2 composition, but the same CNO
abundances of the P1 composition in the nuclear burning network (see text for details). The
two insets show the RGB bump and the TO-SGB regions, respectively. Lower panel: HRD of
theoretical isochrones computed with the same P1 and P2 compositions of the upper panel,
and various ages. The inset shows the TO-SGB regions.
very extensive) of the CNO sum point to a constant value in P1 and P2
stars, within the measurement errors.
– if the CNO sum is enhanced in P2 models, the morphology of evolutionary
tracks in the HRD is modified, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3 for the
MS, SGB and RGB. For a given initial mass (at fixed [Fe/H] and Y ), both
MS turn off (TO) and SGB are fainter (the TO is also cooler) in comparison
with standard α−enhanced P1 tracks. This behaviour is due to both the
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Fig. 4 HRD of several HB evolutionary tracks with the same P1 and P2 compositions of
Fig. 3, and varying mass. The values of the lowest masses for the two sets of tracks are
labelled. The other tracks correspond to masses (increasing towards lower effective temper-
atures) ranging from 0.55 to 0.59M⊙, in steps of 0.01M⊙.
increased efficiency of the CNO-cycle in CNO-enhanced models, and the
increase of κ. The variation of the TO luminosity and Teff is mainly due
to the increased efficiency of the CNO cycle, as shown by the results of the
numerical experiment in Fig. 3. If the CNO enhancement is accounted for
only in the opacities, the effect on the TO position in the HRD is more
than halved.
– The evolutionary lifetimes of the CNO-enhanced P2 models are affected by
the increase of the CNO sum due to the altered efficiency of the CNO-cycle.
However, for masses typical of stars currently evolving in Galactic GCs, due
to the marginal contribution of the CNO-cycle to the energy budget, this
effect is small, amounting to ∼ 1% for the 0.8M⊙ tracks shown in Fig. 3, the
P1 α−enhanced models being younger by about 120 Myr. Whilst the Teff
of the RGB is basically unchanged, the RGB bump luminosity becomes
fainter in the P2 track by ∆ log(L/L⊙) ∼ 0.06. Again, as for the TO, the
main effect is the increased efficiency of the CNO cycle (see Fig. 3).
– Despite the fact that during the first dredge-up (FDU) the convective en-
velope reaches deeper layers in CNOenh models, the amount of helium
dredged to the surface is exactly the same (∆Y = 0.017) as in P1 calcula-
tions. This is due to the increased efficiency of the CNO cycle in CNOenh
models, which confines core H-burning to regions closer to the centre.
The properties of stellar models at the He-flash are also changed in the
CNOenh calculations. In the case of the tracks displayed in Fig. 3, the He-
core mass at the tip of the RGB (TRGB) is equal to McHe = 0.4687M⊙
for the P2 composition, while the corresponding P1 value is McHe =
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0.4734M⊙. This difference translates to a ∆ log(L/L⊙) ∼ 0.015 difference
of the TRGB luminosity.
– Despite the lower value ofMcHe and the larger total metallicity Z, at fixed
[Fe/H] and initial Y the CNOenh HB tracks and their Zero age HB (ZAHB)
location are brighter than the P1 counterparts, as shown in Fig. 4. The
reason is the increased efficiency of the CNO-burning in the hydrogen shell,
as a consequence of the increased CNO sum. The brightness difference along
the ZAHB at log(Teff )= 3.83 –taken as representative of the mean effective
temperature of the RR Lyrae instability strip– is equal to ∆ log(L/L⊙) ∼
0.05, for models with [Fe/H]=−0.7. For a fixed total mass, the ZAHB
location of CNO-enhanced P2 models is cooler compared to P1 models:
However, as a consequence of the higher efficiency of the H-burning shell,
P2 models display more extended blue loops in the HRD, as shown in
Fig. 4.
– The HRD of MS-SGB-RGB isochrones with P2 CNOenh composition are
identical to P1 results, but for the TO and SGB regions, which are fainter
(the TO is also cooler) for the P2 composition, as shown in Fig. 3. At the
[Fe/H] and Y values of this comparison, the 11 Gyr P2 CNO-enhanced
isochrone is perfectly mimicked by a ∼ 1.5− 2 Gyr older P1 isochrone.
2.2 Impact of helium enhancement
The initial helium abundance has a major effect on the structure and evolution
of stellar models, and this section discusses in detail the impact of helium
abundance variations on the shape and location of isochrones in the HRD.
Section 2.2.1 will focus on the lower main sequence, Sect. 2.2.2 on RGB models
and Sect. 2.2.3 on the core He-burning phase.
Let us at first discuss the impact of a He abundance change on the opacity
of stellar matter. An increase of the He mass fraction Y at fixed metallicity
causes a reduction of the radiative opacity, as shown in Fig. 5. In this figure we
show the relative difference of the Rosseland mean radiative opacity between
a a composition with standard Y=0.248 and compositions with various He en-
hancements, for a representative metallicity Z=0.001. At temperatures below
or equal to 10,000 K, an increase of Y decreases κ at fixed R. At log(T )=3.8
the decrease is on average on the order of ∼ 5% when going from Y=0.248 to
Y=0.30, but increases to ∼ 30% when Y=0.45. Only for R larger than ∼ 5 the
trend is reversed and the opacity increases when increasing the He abundance2.
This behaviour is confirmed also at temperatures above 10,000 K –although
the change of the opacity is smaller in comparison to lower temperatures– but
the value of R beyond which the trend is reversed is shifted to lower values,
as the temperature increases. This general decrease of κ when increasing the
He content at fixed Z is due to the decrease of the hydrogen mass fraction
2 In the interiors of low-mass models, logR reaches values on the order of ∼ 0.5 only during
the RGB advanced evolutionary phases. However in this regime the electron conduction
opacity is the dominant contributor to the opacity in the He-core.
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X , hydrogen being a major opacity source via the H− ion. The decrease of κ
makes He-enhanced stellar models generally hotter than models with standard
Y .
The opacity reduction in He-enhanced models makes them also brighter
during the MS. An additional and larger increase of the luminosity in this phase
is caused by the change of the mean molecular weight3 µ of the stellar matter
when the He abundance changes. In fact, the H-burning luminosity LH increaes
with µ as LH ∝ µ
7. When He increases at fixed Z, the mean molecular weight
also increases, and this translates to a larger H-burning luminosity. Given that
∆LH/LH = 7∆µ/µ, an increase ∆Y = 0.10 causes a ∼ 50% increase of the H-
burning luminosity. The combined effect of the radiative opacity decrease and
the increase of H-burning efficiency make He-rich stellar models brighter and
hotter along the MS. As a consequence, their MS lifetime (tH) is significantly
reduced: for a 0.8M⊙, tH decreases from 11.3 Gyr to 3.8 Gyr when Y increases
from 0.246 to 0.40.
Figure 6 shows various isochrones from the MS to the RGB at fixed Z
and age, but different values of the initial He abundance. The most relevant
features are the following:
– The various MS isochrones run parallel in the luminosity interval from
the TO down to the lower mass limit in the figure. At fixed age, the TO
becomes fainter when increasing the He content; this is a consequence of
the shorter MS lifetimes of He-rich stars, which imply a lower mass at the
TO (MTO). For a 12 Gyr old isochrone MTO is equal to 0.806M⊙ when
Y=0.245, and 0.610M⊙ for Y=0.40. This has important implications for
the morphology of the HB of He-rich stellar populations;
– The Teff of the MS at fixed luminosity increases with increasing initial He
abundance,
∆Teff
∆Y
∼ 2.3× 103 K;
– The SGB morphology is practically unaffected by a He abundance change;
– The Teff of the RGB is also affected by a He increase: at fixed bolometric
luminosity, the larger the initial He content, the hotter the RGB. The effect
is larger at the base of the RGB, decreasing when increasing the luminosity.
For example, at log(L/L⊙)=1,
∆Teff
∆Y
∼ 9 × 102 K (smaller than for the
MS), which decreases to
∆Teff
∆Y
∼ 5× 102 K when log(L/L⊙)=2.
The previous analysis has been performed by comparing isochrones for var-
ious initial He abundances but the same metallicity Z. Once the heavy element
distribution is fixed, the amount of iron is set by Z, hence the assumption of
constant Z when changing the He abundance has the implication that [Fe/H]
is not constant, because the hydrogen abundance does change. Given that
X+Y +Z = 1 by definition, if Z is kept fixed, increasing Y implies a decrease
of X , hence an increase of [Fe/H].
The choice of models with different initial He abundance and constant Z
seems appropriate for MP studies, because the abundance patterns commonly
3 In case of complete ionisation, the mean molecular weight is given by µ = 1
2X+ 3
4
Y +Z
2
.
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Fig. 5 Top panel: Relative difference between the radiative opacity for a chemical composi-
tion with Y=0.248, and He-enhanced composition (see labels) at fixed metallicity (Z=0.001),
as a function of the density parameter R for the labelled temperatures. Bottom panel: As
the top panel, but in the high-temperature regime. The opacity calculations in the low-
temperature regime are from Ferguson et al. (2005), while those in the high-temperature
range come from Iglesias and Rogers (1996).
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Fig. 6 Theoretical isochrones from the MS to the RGB, for an age of 12 Gyr and various
assumptions about the initial He content, computed by alternatively assuming a constant
metal mass fraction Z (dashed lines) or a constant [Fe/H] (solid lines – see text for details).
The different values of [Fe/H] corresponding to varying Y at fixed Z are displayed, together
with the values of Z corresponding to varying Y at fixed [Fe/H].
observed do not show evidence of a significant change in the total metallicity
Z among the various populations in individual clusters. In fact, the sum of the
CNO abundances plus the abundances of all elements not affected by the anti-
correlations (the most important ones being Fe, Ne, and Si) amount to about
90% or more of the total Z. Given that the CNO sum and iron abundance are
remarkably constant amongst the cluster sub-populations –but for very few ex-
ceptions like for example ω Cen (Johnson and Pilachowski 2010), or Terzan 5
(Origlia et al. 2013)– it seems appropriate to consider He-enhancements at
constant Z. In addition, when the He abundance variation amongst the clus-
ter populations is large enough –as indeed is the case of NGC 2808– it is
possible to detect spectroscopically small variations of [Fe/H], consistent with
the expected change due to the H abundance decrease (Bragaglia et al. 2010).
In general, the change of [Fe/H] due to ‘reasonable’ variations of Y is small,
becoming more significant (∆[Fe/H] ∼ 0.06 dex or more) only for a He increase
larger than about ∆Y ≥0.1.
The impact on theoretical isochrones of changing Y at constant [Fe/H] is
also shown in Fig. 6, for heuristic purposes. The important point to consider is
that to have the same [Fe/H] with an increased Y , the metallicity Z needs to be
decreased. This causes some important differences with respect to the case of
He variations at constant metallicity. First of all, for a fixed He enhancement,
the shift in effective temperature along the MS and the RGB is larger for the
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case of constant [Fe/H], as a consequence of the lower Z –hence the lower
opacity κ– that pushes stellar models towards even hotter Teff values. Also,
the SGBs of He-enhanced isochrones at fixed [Fe/H] do not overlap well with
the standard Y isochrones, as in case of constant Z; this is mainly due to the
reduction of the CNO sum as a consequence of the decrease of Z, which affects
the CNO-cycle efficiency.
2.2.1 He enhancement and the lower main sequence
Accurate, near-infrared photometry with the WFC3 camera on board Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) has extended the study of multiple stellar populations
in Galactic GCs to very low-mass (VLM) stars (stars with mass below ∼0.45
M⊙), which populate the faintest portion of the MS (see, e.g., Milone et al.
2012a, 2017a). These stars are important not only to investigate the existence
of differences in the mass function of the various cluster populations (see the
discussion in Milone et al. 2012b), but also because VLM stars are fully convec-
tive and pose stringent constraint on accretion scenarios proposed to explain
the MP origin (see the discussion in Bastian et al. 2013; Cassisi and Salaris
2014; Salaris and Cassisi 2014, and references therein).
As shown in Fig. 7, an increase of the initial Y in VLM model calcula-
tions has a much smaller effect than in more massive models. At an age of
10 Gyr an increase ∆Y=0.25 causes a change of Teff by only ∼ 250 K, and
∆ log (L/L⊙) ∼0.2 for a 0.15M⊙ model, whereas the changes are equal to
∼ 1200 K and ∆ log (L/L⊙) ∼ 0.55 for a 0.4M⊙ model. This reduced sensitiv-
ity can be explained by the fact that VLM models are fully convective on the
MS, and the He produced is homogeneously mixed throughout the whole struc-
ture, minimizing differences among models calculated with different initial He
abundances.
2.2.2 Red giant branch models and He enhancement
Concerning the RGB evolution, there are three important properties affected
by a change of the initial He abundance: the Teff scale, the bump luminosity,
and the TRGB luminosity.
The variation of the RGB Teff has been already noted when discussing
Fig. 6, and is due to the decreased opacity when Y is increased. Regarding the
bump, we recall that the RGB bump is a local maximum in the differential
luminosity function of the RGB in old populations. It corresponds to the stage
when the H-burning shell crosses the hydrogen abundance discontinuity left
over by the convective envelope at the completion of the FDU. During this
crossing, the luminosity of RGB models drops temporarily, then starts again
to increase after the hydrogen shell has moved beyond the discontinuity. As a
result, there is a narrow luminosity range along the RGB that is crossed three
times by models. This produces a bump (a local maximum) in the luminosity
functions of old stellar populations (see, e.g., Thomas 1967; Cassisi and Salaris
2013, and references therein).
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Fig. 7 HRD diagram of 10 Gyr VLM isochrones computed at fixed Z and the labelled initial
He abundances. The points mark the location of 0.4M⊙ (circles), and 0.15M⊙ (triangles)
models.
As shown by Fig 8, models predict than an increase of Y increases the
bump brightness, and causes a smaller luminosity excursion. The first effect
is due to the lower envelope opacity of He-rich models, which shifts to more
external layers the discontinuity of the H abundance, because of a shallower
surface convection. A shallower convective envelope has also the important
consequence that the amount of He dredged to the surface by the FDU de-
creases when increasing the initial He abundance, as shown in the upper panel
of Fig. 9.
The second effect (smaller luminosity excursion) is caused by the narrower
jump of the H abundance at the discontinuity in He-enhanced models, be-
cause of the lower H-abundance in the envelope. As a consequence the surface
luminosity is less affected when the H-burning shell crosses this chemical dis-
continuity (see, Cassisi et al. 2002, for a detailed discussion on this issue).
The RGB bump vanishes when the initial Y is larger than Ycrit = 0.35.
The exact value of Ycrit does depend on the isochrone age and metallicity.
It increases when the age decreases at fixed metallicity, and decreases when
metallicity decreases at fixed age. For instance, at Z=0.002 the critical abun-
dance Ycrit is equal to 0.32 at an age t=12.5 Gyr, whereas Ycrit = 0.34 at
12 Gyr (see the discussion in Cassisi and Salaris 2013). On the other hand, at
t=12 Gyr Ycrit=0.28 when Z=0.0003.
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Fig. 8 HRD around the RGB bump location for isochrones with the same labelled age,
and various values of the initial He abundance. The isochrones have been computed under
both the assumption of constant Z (dashed lines) and of constant [Fe/H] (solid lines). The
[Fe/H] values corresponding to the chosen fixed Z and various Y are also labelled.
Observationally, the impact of a He abundance range on the RGB bump
brightness in Galactic GCs has been discussed by Bragaglia et al. (2010). The
effect on the RGB bump luminosity excursion has been used by Nataf et al.
(2011b) to interpret the small number of RGB bump stars in the Galac-
tic bulge: An oberved number smaller than predictions of He-normal stellar
models has been considered as a proof that bulge stellar populations are He-
enhanced.
The TRGB brightness is also affected by the initial He abundance. For a
given value of the initial mass of RGB models, an increase of the initial He
content decreases the TRGB brightness (see Fig. 9). The reason is that He-rich
models are hotter at the end of the MS, and develop a lower level of electron
degeneracy in the He-core. At the same time, as a consequence of the higher
H-burning efficiency, the He-core mass grows at a faster rate. Both effects
acts in a way that the thermal conditions required for the ignition of the 3α
reaction, are attained earlier, with a smaller He-core mass, as shown in Fig. 9.
Due to the existence of a core mass-luminosity relation for RGB models, the
TRGB brightness decreases in He-rich, low-mass giants. We also recall that, as
a consequence of the reduction of the MS lifetime of He-rich models, the mass
of stars at the TRGB is expected to be significantly smaller in He-enhanced
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Fig. 9 Top panel: The variation of the He-core mass at the TRGB for models with an age
of 12 Gyr at the TRGB and Z=0.002, as a function of the initial He abundance. Middle
panel: As the top panel, but for the TRGB bolometric luminosity. Bottom panel: As the top
panel, but for the increase of the surface Y after the FDU.
stellar populations, when age is kept constant and if the efficiency of mass loss
during the RGB does not depend on the initial He content (see Fig. 9).
The effect of enhancing Y at fixed [Fe/H] on the properties shown in Fig. 9
is almost exactly the same as for the case of constant Z. The reason is that the
variations of Z associated to the increase of Y (reported in Fig. 6) are small
enough to have a negligible influence on the results of Fig. 9.
Regarding the bump luminosity, a given enhancement of helium at fixed
age and [Fe/H] makes the bump luminosity to increase either more or less
than the case of enhancement at fixed Z, depending on the actual value of
Y . This is due to the combination of two factors. First of all, compared to
the case of constant Z, an increase of Y at fixed [Fe/H] implies a reduction
of the initial metallicity, which makes the bump brighter at fixed initial mass.
However, at a given age the mass of the models evolving along the RGB is also
reduced compared to the case at constant Z, causing a decrease of the bump
luminosity.
Regarding the effective temperature of RGB isochrones, Y enhancements
at constant [Fe/H] make the isochrones hotter compared to the case of en-
hancement at fixed Z, due to the metallicity decrease necessary to keep [Fe/H]
constant.
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Fig. 10 HRD of two HB models with the labelled mass and Z, but different initial He
abundances (see labels).
Fig. 11 Upper panel: HRD of several ZAHBs with the same metallicity and different initial
He abundances. The RGB progenitor has an age at the TRGB equal to ∼ 12 Gyr.
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2.2.3 Core He-burning and He enhancement
For a given population age, HB models for an enhanced initial He abundance
are typically bluer (hotter) in the HRD, compared to models for a normal ini-
tial He. This is due to the combination of two effects (see also D’Antona et al.
2002; Caloi and D’Antona 2005; Cassisi and Salaris 2013, for a detailed dis-
cussion on this topic):
– As already mentioned, for a given age and Z, and assuming the same effi-
ciency of mass loss along the RGB, the TRGB of a He-enhanced isochrone
corresponds to models with a smaller total mass at the TRGB and a smaller
He-core mass than the He-normal counterpart. The first effect prevails over
the second one, even for variations of Y as small as 0.01-0.02, hence the
following HB phase in He-enhanced populations will harbour models with
a smaller total mass and a smaller Menv/Mtot ratio. Furthermore, given
that the Teff of a model on the ZAHB depends on this ratio –the lower
the ratio, the hotter the ZAHB location– the ZAHB of He-enhanced pop-
ulations will be typically bluer than the He-normal counterpart with the
same age and Z;
– As shown in Fig. 10, the larger the He abundance in the envelope of HB
models at a given total mass, the more extended the blue loops in the
HRD, which characterize the off-ZAHB evolution of He-rich models.
A He-enhancement has an additional important implication for the global
HB morphology. As shown in Fig. 11, the ZAHB brightness is a strong function
of the initial He content: Typically, the higher the initial Y , the brighter the
ZAHB. However, when Teff is higher than ∼ 20, 000 K, the trend reverses.
This behaviour is a consequence of both the decrease of the He-core mass at
the TRGB and the increased efficiency of shell H-burning in He-rich stars.
In models whose ZAHB location is cooler than ∼ 20, 000 K, the second effect
prevails, and He-enhanced models are brighter. Above this Teff threshold, due
to the reduced envelope mass of the models, the H-burning shell efficiency is
low, and the decrease of the He-core mass causes a reduction of the ZAHB
luminosity with increasing Y .
2.3 Isochrones for multiple stellar populations
Figure 12 encapsulates the impact of several results of the previous sections on
the HRD of cluster MPs. We show here a comparison among isochrones from
the MS (masses above ∼0.5M⊙) to the RGB with the same age and [Fe/H],
but different heavy element distributions, namely P1, P2 with and without
CNO enhancement, and P2 with He enhancement (this latter one has been
calculated for the same Z and CNO sum of the P2 CNO-normal composition).
Some important properties are worth mentioning:
– For P2 compositions at the same CNO of the P1 metal mixture, we expect
that only variations of Y affect the HRD. Higher Y means hotter MS, TO
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Fig. 12 HRD of P1 and P2 (both with CNO sum like in P1 models, and CNO-enhanced)
isochrones with the labelled age and [Fe/H]. The P2 Y=0.30 isochrone has been calculated
assuming the same CNO sum and Z of the P2 CNO-normal isochrone (it has therefore a
slightly lower [Fe/H], by just a few 0.01 dex).
(at fixed age) and RGB. The TO is only slightly fainter than P1 isochrones,
the SGB essentially overlaps in luminosity with the P1 one;
– An increase of the CNO sum affects the TO-SGB region of the isochrones.
The TO becomes cooler and fainter, the SGB becomes fainter. The MS
and RGB are unaffected;
– There is no need to calculate theoretical isochrones for P2 compositions, as
long as the CNO sum in P2 stars is the same as in P1 objects. This allows
us to employ standard α-enhanced (or solar scaled) isochrones to model
P2 populations, with either normal or enhanced He.
3 Impact of abundance anticorrelations on theoretical spectral
energy distributions
As already mentioned, the interpretation of photometric observations of cluster
multiple populations requires to asses the impact of the P2 chemical patterns
not only on theoretical stellar evolution models and isochrones, but also on
the predicted SED of the models.
Early works which cross-correlated chemical abundances determined from
spectroscopy, with photometry of small samples of RGB stars in the Galac-
tic GCs M4 and NGC6752, have found that the (U − B) colour and the
Stro¨mgren c1 index are able to separate the different populations within the
same cluster (Marino et al. 2008; Yong et al. 2008). The first theoretical inves-
tigation of the effect of P2 abundance patterns on stellar SEDs was then per-
formed by Sbordone et al. (2011) and later extended by Cassisi et al. (2013)
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and Salaris et al. (2019). More targeted studies focused on specific evolution-
ary phases or wavelength ranges have been published, e.g., by Milone et al.
(2012c), Milone et al. (2012a), Dotter et al. (2015), Niederhofer et al. (2017).
Figure 13 displays the ratio of the fluxes of two pairs of P1 and P2 SEDs
computed for two points along a 12 Gyr, [Fe/H]=−1.6, Y=0.246 isochrone.
The first pair of P1-P2 SEDs is calculated along the RGB at Teff=4,500 K,
and surface gravity log(g)=2 (cgs units); the second pair corresponds to the
TO point, with Teff=6,131 K and log(g)=4.5 (calculations from Salaris et al.
2019). The SEDs cover the wavelength range between 2,000 and 10,000 A˚, and
the next Fig. 14 displays the continuation of the same SEDs up to 51,000 A˚.
The figures show very clearly the much stronger molecular NH and CN
absorption bands between about 3,200 and 4,200 A˚ in the P2 RGB SED, due to
the higher N abundance. The CH molecular band at 4,400 A˚ is less prominent
in the P2 SED due to the decreased carbon. Below about 3,200 A˚ the OH bands
are weaker in the P2 SED, because of the lower oxygen abundance, while above
4,200 A˚ the differences between the two SEDs are very small. Above 10,000
A˚ the weaker CO bands in the P2 SED cause some sizable differences around
24,000 A˚ and above 44,000 A˚. In general differences decrease with increasing
Teff : at the MS TO the two SEDs are basically identical, apart from a small
difference in a narrow wavelength range around 3,300 A˚ due to NH, because
the high temperatures prevent the formation of CN and CH molecules. Below
about 4,000 K and at moderate-high metallicities, molecular bands of TiO and
H2O also appear above 10,000 A˚, which are weaker in P2 SEDs due to the
reduced abundance of oxygen.
Figures 13 and 14 display also the transmission curves of representative
photometric filters, and show how below 10,000 A˚ the JohnsonU and Stro¨mgren
u filters are the most affected by the P2 chemical pattern, for they cover the
wavelength range of prominent NH and CN molecular bands. The B (in this
wavelength range the opposite effects of the CN and CH molecular bands
almost compensate each other), V and I Johnson filters, as well as the b
(only marginally affected by CN molecular absorption), v, y Stro¨mgren ones
are much less affected, if at all. When moving to the infrared, the K fiter is
marginally sensitive to a CO molecular band, while the filters F250N , F277W ,
F444W and F460M are much more sensitive to the P2 chemical pattern. Be-
low 4,000 K and at higher [Fe/H] the appearance of H2O and TiO molecular
bands affect all filters shown in Fig. 14.
Figure 15 shows how the differences in the theoretical P1 and P2 SEDs
translate to variations of the predicted magnitudes in selected photometric
filters. We display differences of the bolometric corrections (BCs) calculated
for the Johnson-Cousins and Stro¨mgren filters of Fig. 13, taken at selected
points along a 12 Gyr isochrone with [Fe/H]=−1.6 and Y=0.2464. Only the
U and u magnitudes change drastically between P1 and P2 composition, as
expected. Differences of BCs between P1 and P2 SEDs are basically zero at the
4 We recall that, as long as the CNO sum (and initial Y ) is the same, P1 and P2 theoretical
isochrones are identical.
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Fig. 13 Top panel: Ratio of the fluxes calculated from P1 and P2 RGB model atmospheres
with Teff=4,500 K, surface gravity log(g)=2 (cgs units – thick solid line) and TO model
atmospheres with Teff=6,131 K, log(g)=4.5 (thin solid line), respectively. The wavelength
range between 2000 and 5000 A˚is displayed, together with the transmission curves of the
U and B Johnson filters, plus the u, b, and v Stro¨mgren filters. The labelled molecules
mainly contribute to the absorption in those wavelength ranges where P1 and P2 results
are different. Bottom panel: As the top panel, but for the wavelength range between 5,000
and 10,000 A˚, and the transmission curves of the V and I Johnson-Cousins filters, and the
y Stro¨mgren filter.
TO –the hottest point along the isochrone– and increase when moving towards
the lower MS and along the RGB. On the RGB the values of ∆BC reach a
maximum at Teff ∼4,500 K, and decrease slightly towards lower effective
temperatures (corresponding to higher bolometric luminosities). The effect on
the BCs for the infrared filters of Fig. 14 is quantitatively smaller, even for the
F250N , F277W , F444W and F460M filters centred on CO molecular bands.
If we neglect the Mg-Al anticorrelation in the SED calculations or we increase
Y , the effect on both SED and BCs is very minor (see, e.g., Girardi et al. 2007;
Cassisi et al. 2013; Milone et al. 2018).
Figure 16 shows the 12 Gyr old [Fe/H]=−1.6, Y=0.246 isochrones for P1
and P2 compositions in the UV and UB colour-magnitude diagram (CMD).
They are clearly separated along MS and RGB – P2 models being redder in
(U − B) and (U − V )– whilst they converge around the TO, where the BCs
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Fig. 14 As Fig. 13, but for the wavelength range between 10000 and 51000 A˚. The trans-
mission curves of selected filters for the NIRCAM camera on board the James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST), plus the J and K Bessell filters are also displayed.
are essentially the same for P1 and P2 SEDs. This separation is due to the
effect of CN and NH molecular absorption in the U band, whilst the B and V
bands are essentially unaffected by the P2 abundance anticorrelations.
Passbands of selected filters of the WFC3 and ACS cameras on board the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST), and widely used to disentangle cluster MPs
–like for example in the UV Legacy Survey of Galactic Globular Clusters–
are displayed in Fig. 17. We can see clearly how the F336W and F343N
passbands are very sensitive to the nitrogen abundance, while the effects of
oxygen variations on the F275W filter, and the C-N anticorrelation on the
F438W filter are less substantial.
On the quantitative side, the size of these effects depend obviously on the
exact values of C and N abundances in the P2 SED calculations (in these tests
we employed the values in Fig. 1), and the the metallicity Z, which affects
also the Teff of the underlying theoretical isochrones (see, e.g., Milone et al.
2018). If we combine the results about the effect of P2 compositions (at fixed Z
and age) on both theoretical isochrones and SEDs, we can draw the following
general conclusions about photometric diagnostics of cluster MPs:
– Spreads and/or splittings of both MS and RGB in optical CMDs (Johnson-
Cousins BV I or HST equivalent filters) are caused by variations of the
initial helium content Y between P1 and P2 stars.
– Spreads and/or splittings of the TO-SGB region in optical CMDs are
caused by variations of the CNO sum.
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Fig. 15 Difference (∆(BC)) between BCs calculated for P1 and P2 compositions (P1-P2),
at selected points along a 12 Gyr isochrone with [Fe/H]=−1.6 and Y=0.246. ∆(BC) is
plotted as a function of the surface gravity, which decreases steadily from the lower MS to
the TRGB. We also label the evolutionary phases –MS, TO, SGB and RGB– corresponding
to the selected isochrone points. The top panel displays differences for Johnson-Cousins
filters, the bottom panel shows results for Stro¨mgren filters.
– CMDs which employ colours like, e.g., (U−B), (U−V ), (F336W−F606W ),
(F336W − F814W ), (u − y) –made of a passband sensitive to the CN
anticorrelation, and a passband unaffected by CN molecular bands– will
show spreads and/or splittings along MS, SGB and RGB, with a minimal
effect around the TO. Colours like (F275W − F814W ) and (F438W −
F814W ) are sensitive, to smaller degrees (but this also depends on Z),
to oxygen (through OH molecular absorption) and carbon (through CH
molecular absorption) depletion, respectively. In addition, these CMDs will
show the additional effect of variations of Y (if present), which alter the
Teff of the MS, TO and RGB, like in case of the optical CMDs.
4 Colour magnitude diagrams
As discussed at the end of the previous section, CMDs with appropriately
chosen colours including a passband (typically in the UV) sensitive to the CN
anticorrelation, are able to disclose the presence of MPs in clusters. They show
up as broadenings or multimodalities in the colour distributions of RGB and
MS stars. The use of optical colours can still reveal MPs along MS and RGB,
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Fig. 16 MU -(U−B) andMU -(U−V ) CMDs for 12 Gyr old P1 (solid lines) and P2 (dashed
lines) isochrones, with [Fe/H]=−1.6 and Y=0.246.
because a range of initial He abundances causes again colour spreads and mul-
timodalities. In general, whenever the colour distribution at fixed magnitude
along a given evolutionary phase –the large majority of the investigations are
based on the RGB, that is bright and well populated in old- and intermediate-
age populations– is broader than what expected from photometric errors only,
MPs are present in the cluster. If bi- or multimodality is found in these colour
distributions, P1 and P2 (one or several P2 subpopulations) can be separated,
and their fractions of the total cluster population can be estimated. Moreover,
once disentangled, their radial distributions within a cluster can be determined
and compared.
Just to give a few examples, Piotto et al. (2007) employed an ACS F814W -
(F475W−F606W ) CMD to detect multiple sequences along the MS – hence a
multimodal He abundance distribution– in the Galactic GC NGC 2808. More
recently, Milone et al. (2012c) and Piotto et al. (2013) made use of several
WFC3 and ACS CMDs, employing various filters from the UV to the optical.
By accounting for the response of various colour combinations to variations of
C, N and He, these authors determined, by an iterative procedure, the presence
of abundance spreads along the MS and RGB of of the Galactic GCs 47 Tuc
(Milone et al. 2012c) and NGC 288 (Piotto et al. 2007). Milone et al. (2012c)
detected MPs also along the SGB and HB of 47 Tuc.
The theoretical justification for this procedure is that different colours re-
spond differently to variations of these three elements (for example an optical
colour like (F606W − F814W ) is affected only by variations of Teff hence
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Fig. 17 As Fig. 13, but displaying the transmission curves of selected photometric filters
of the WFC3 (top panel) and ACS (bottom panel) cameras on board HST.
Y , whilst e.g., (F336W − F814W ) is sensitive to N). An analogous technique
was applied by Milone et al. (2018) and Lagioia et al. (2019b) to determine He
abundance difference between P1 and P2 populations (disentangled by means
of the so-called chromosome maps discussed below) in 57 Galactic GCs and
four intermediate-age and old Small Magellanic Cloud clusters, considering
multiple colour differences at a given reference magnitude along the cluster
RGBs.
Analogous technique was employed by Milone et al. (2014), but applied to
the lower MS of the Galactic GC M4 and using different sets of WFC3 and
ACS filters, including the IR filters F110W and F160W of the WFC3 camera.
The CMD F160W -(F110W −F160W ) was found to be especially sensitive to
MPs at these low Teff (below about 4,000 K) and [Fe/H]∼ −1, because of the
effect of H2O molecular bands on the theoretical SEDs. The observed spread
of the lower MS in this colour is effectively tracing the presence of the O-Na
anticorrelation. We also note that this detection of MPs in fully convective,
lower MS stars, has provided strong evidence of their primordial origin.
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4.1 Pseudocolours and chromosome maps
A slightly different approach devised to enhance the photometric separation
between P1 and P2 stars envisages the use of appropriate combinations of
colours, that we will refer to interchangeably as colour indices or pseudo-
colours. The basic idea is to use a combination of, for example, two colours,
one of which increases whilst the other one decreases when moving from P1
to P2 compositions. Their combination would therefore enhance the disen-
tangling power, compared to just one colour. In same cases the combina-
tion is chosen as to erase the dependence on Teff of a colour sensitive to P2
chemistry along the RGB, to produce almost vertical sequences in a suitable
magnitude-pseudocolour diagram. This facilitates the identification of broad-
enings/multimodalities caused by MPs.
An early example can be found in Grundahl et al. (2002), who found a
correlation between the pseudocolour c1 = (u− v) − (v − b) and the nitrogen
abundances measured in a sample of RGB stars in the Galactic GC NGC 6752.
Yong et al. (2008) later introduced the Stro¨mgren index cy = c1−(b−y), which
tracks c1, but removes much of its temperature sensitivity, as shown in Fig. 18.
As a result, V -cy CMDs of Galactic GCs display an almost vertical RGB
at luminosities lower than the RGB bump (see Fig. 18), as shown empirically
by Yong et al. (2008), who also derived a tight correlation between cy and
spectroscopic N abundances aalong the RGB. Theoretical isochrones displayed
in the MV -cy diagram agree with this empirical evidence. The sensitivity to
N comes mainly through the filter u, as discussed in the previous section. P2
isochrones have redder cy colours than P1 ones, as shown in Fig. 18, and an
increase of the initial He abundance shifts the RGBs of P2 isochrones further
away from the P1 ones 5
Carretta et al. (2011) have proposed instead the Stro¨mgren index δ4 =
(u − v) − (b − y). Calculations of P1 and P2 isochrones show that in the
My-δ4 diagram, P2 isochrones are systematically shifted to higher values of
δ4 compared to P1 ones, both along MS and RGB. Moreover, isochrones are
almost insensitive to the initial Y , hence any colour spread observed in this
CMD depends only on the range of N abundances6.
Moving to the Johnson-Cousins system, Milone et al. (2012c) employed the
(U+B−I) pseudocolour to disentangle MPs along the red HB of 47 Tuc in a B-
(U +B− I) diagram, whilst Monelli et al. (2013) introduced the pseudocolour
CU,B,I = (U − B) − (B − I), which displays a behaviour very similar to cy,
as shown in Fig. 18. This CU,B,I index is sensitive to the nitrogen abundance
through the U filter (like the case of the (U +B− I) pseudocolour) and as for
cy, an increase of the initial He abundance shifts the RGBs of P2 isochrones
5 Lee (2017) has introduced the cnJWL index, defined as cnJWL = JWL39 − Canew ,
where JWL39 and Canew are two fiters in the wavelength range between 3800 and 4050
A˚. The cnJWL index is sensitive to the absorption of the CN band at 3883 A˚, and the
V -cnJWL diagram is very similar to the V -cy counterpart, but with a better MP resolving
power.
6 The δ4index is also almost insensitive to reddening, given that E(δ4) ∼ 0.01E(B − V ).
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Fig. 18 Top panel: A pair of 12 Gyr, [Fe/H]=−1.6, Y=0.246 isochrones, for both the P1
(solid line) and P2 (dashed line) compositions of Sect. 2, displayed in the MV -cy diagram
(see text for details). Bottom panel: As the top panel, but for the MV -cU,B,I diagram (see
text for details).
further away from the P1 ones. Monelli et al. (2013) have employedMV -CU,B,I
diagrams of 23 Galactic GCs to detect the presence of MPs by analyzing the
cU,B,I spread along the RGB.
The pseudocolours CF343N,F438W,F814W = (F343N−F438W )−(F438W−
F814) and CF336W,F438W,F814W = (F336−F438W )− (F438W −F814) have
been introduced by Niederhofer et al. (2017) and Martocchia et al. (2017) to
detect MPs along the RGBs of massive clusters in the Magellanic Clouds, by
comparing the observed width with that expected from photometric errors
only (once differential reddening, if any, has been corrected for). In each of
these combinations, the first colour is sensitive to N enhancements, and gets
redder for P2 compositions, whilst the second colour has a mild sensitivity to
carbon depletions, and gets bluer for P2 compositions. These pseudocolours
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Fig. 19 Chromosome maps for the two Galactic GCs M 3 and M 13. The dashed slanted
line in each panel shows the boundary between P1 and P2 stars (see text for details).
thus enhance the separation of the various cluster populations compared to
using just one N-sensitive colour.
A new and different diagnostic tool which makes use of suitable colours and
pseudocolours was presented by Milone et al. (2017b), as the culmination of
the HST UV Legacy Survey of Galactic Globular Clusters. This tool, applied
to 57 clusters of the survey, has been named chromosome map and is based
on the combination of a F814W -(F275W − F814W ) CMD and a F814W -
CF275W,F336W,F438W diagram, where CF275W,F336W,F438W = (F275W−F336W )−
(F336W − F438W )7.
Given a cluster members’ photometry (corrected for differential reddening,
if any), red and blue fiducial lines of the RGB in each of these two diagrams
are calculated by considering the values of the 4th and the 96th percentile of
the (F275W−F814W ) and CF275W,F336W,F438W distributions in various mag-
nitude bins. On theoretical grounds, in both the F814W -(F275W − F814W )
HRD and F814W -CF275W,F336W,FF438W diagram, P2 stars are expected to
be located at blue side of the observed RGB. As a second step, the widths
of the RGB in the (F275W − F814W ) colour (WF275W,F814W ) and in the
CF275W,F33W,F438W pseudocolour (WC F275W,F336W,F438W ) two F814W mag-
nitudes above the TO, are calculated by taking the colour and pseudocolor
differences between the red and blue fiducials at the reference F814W mag-
nitude. All clusters studied by Milone et al. (2017b) have WF275W,F814W and
WC F275W,F336W,F438W larger than zero, even after subtracting the effect of
7 See also Milone et al. (2015) for a first discussion of this map for the Galactic GC
NGC 2808, and alternative versions of chromosome maps. Zennaro et al. (2019) has very
recently used another version of chromosome maps to study the Galactic GC NGC 2419, em-
ploying the pseudocolour CF275W,F343N,F438W = (F275W −F343N)− (F343N −F438W )
and the colour (F438W −F814W ). The construction and general properties of this map are
the same as for Milone et al. (2017b) maps. For the same cluster, Larsen et al. (2019) have
devised an analogous type of chromosome map, but based on the (F438W − F814W ) and
(F336W − F343N) pair of colours.
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photometric errors, implying that MPs are ubiquitous in their sample. Finally,
for each star the following quantities are calculated:
∆F275W,F814W =WF275W,F814W
X −XR
XR −XB
(1)
∆C F275W,F336W,F438W
=WC F275W,F336W,F438W
YR − Y
YR − YB
, (2)
where X=(F275W − F814W ) and Y=CF275W,F336W,F438W are measured,
R and B correspond to the values for the red and blue fiducials at the star
F814W magnitude.
With these definitions, ∆F275W,F814W=0 and ∆C F275W,F336W,F438W=0
correspond to stars lying on the red fiducial lines –P1 stars, which will be
spread around these coordinates due to the photometric error– and ∆ values
different from zero denote colour and pseudocolour distances (defined as posi-
tive for CF275W,F336W,F438W , and negative for (F275W −F814W )) from such
lines. The values of these distances are normalized to the distance between the
two fiducials taken at the reference F814W level above the TO.
Figure 19 displays, as an example, chromosome maps of the two Galactic
GCs M 3 and M 13, which have essentially the same age and [Fe/H] (see, e.g.,
Salaris and Weiss 2002).
The distribution of stars describes a curve extended towards increasing
∆C F275W,F336W,F438W and decreasing ∆F275W,F814W , implying the presence
of RGB stars bluer than the P1 population in both (F275W − F814W ) and
CF275W,F336W,F438W . The relative narrowness of the sequence also indicates
that the shifts in (F275W − F814W ) and CF275W,F336W,F438W are corre-
lated. An increase of N moves the position of stars almost vertically towards
higher ∆C F275W,F336W,F438W , whilst an increase of He ((F275W − F814W )
is strongly sensitive to Teff) and a decrease of O shift stars roughly horizon-
tally towards lower ∆F275W,F814W . At low- and intermediate metallicities like
the case of these two clusters, (F275W − F814W ) is very weakly sensitive
to the oxygen abundance (Lardo et al. 2018), and the shape of the cluster
chromosome maps in Fig. 19 shows clearly that P2 stars are also enriched in
He.
In general, the slope of the curve depends on how the increase of He and
decrease of O trace the increase of N, and this may vary from cluster to cluster
(a detailed analysis of the effect of varying the individual abundances of various
elements can be found in Milone et al. 2018; Lardo et al. 2018).
The chromosome maps of the majority of the GCs investigated show well
separated groups of stars, corresponding to P1 (clustered around the origin of
the ∆ coordinates) and P2 populations. In some cases the P2 population con-
sists of a few subgroups centred around discrete values of∆C F275W,F336W,F438W .
Only for a handful of clusters there is no clear separation, between P1 and P2
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Fig. 20 Top panel: Optical CMD, and 6 chromosome maps of the Galactic GC M 13,
obtained by normalizing the values of the ∆ quantities at different F814 levels, as labelled
and marked in the optical CMD. The red open rectangle in the chromosome maps encloses
the same range of ∆ coordinates in all panels (see text for details).
along their chromosome map, which shows a continuous number distribution
along the full range of ∆C F275W,F336W,F438W .
Another important point to notice is that the majority of clusters in
Milone et al. (2017b) sample display another sequence extending from∆F275W,F814W=0
and∆C F275W,F336W,F438W=0 (the expected location of P1 stars) towards neg-
ative values of∆F275W,F814W , but with only a small increase of∆C F275W,F336W,F438W .
This can be seen in the map of M 3 map (the sequence below the dashed line),
but is virtually missing in M 13. Correlations of spectroscopic abundance
measurements for samples of RGB stars in NGC 2808 (Milone et al. 2015;
Cabrera-Ziri et al. 2019) and M 4 (Milone et al. 2017b) with positions in the
clusters’ chromosome maps show that this sequence hosts stars with [O/Fe]
abundance ratios typical of P1 stars. The natural explanation for the existence
of this sequence is therefore the presence of a range of He abundances also in
P1 stars, at least in a large fraction of GCs (Milone et al. 2018; Lardo et al.
2018). An alternative explanation is the presence of a small range of Fe abun-
dances (Fe decreasing towards negative values of ∆F275W,F814W , because of
the higher Teff of more Fe poor RGB stars) in P1 stars. Marino et al. (2019)
found hints of a range of [Fe/H] among P1 stars in NGC 3201, which shows
an extended P1 sequence in the chromosome map, but see also the discussion
in Mucciarelli et al. (2015).
On the other hand a range of Fe is not found by Cabrera-Ziri et al. (2019)
along the extended P1 sequence of NGC 2808. A recent analysis by Martins et al.
(2020) has also excluded binaries (see also Kamann et al. 2020) and chromo-
spheric activity as explanations for the observed extended P1 sequences.
In general, shape and extension of the sequences in the chromosome maps
exhibit a great deal of variety. A number of clusters (denoted as Type II by
Milone et al. 2017b, as opposed to Type I clusters with the typical chromosome
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maps just described), like e.g., ω Cent, NGC 1851, NGC 6656, NGC 6934,
even display additional P2 sequences (e.g. NGC 1851) or an apparent split of
both P1 and P2 sequences (e.g. NGC 6934), these additional features being
typically located at larger ∆F275W,F814W compared to the main ones. Some
of these clusters are known to have a spread also of [Fe/H] (e.g. ω Cent),
others a spread of the CNO sum (e.g. NGC 1851); these further chemical
peculiarities are most likely the reason for the observed additional sequences
in the chromosome maps.
A couple of final comments on these maps. First of all, due to the ef-
fect of the metallicity on the colour and pseudocolour sensitivity to the MP
abundance variations (e.g. Milone et al. 2018), comparison of cluster chromo-
some maps need to account for [Fe/H] differences. Also, it is worth remarking
that the exact shape and extension of the sequences depends on the F814W
magnitude level at which the map is normalized. This can be seen in Fig. 20,
which displays six different chromosomemaps for M 13, with the normalization
taken at several different levels above the TO. The position of the reference
open rectangle in each map relative to the P2 sequence, shows that the shape
(and the total range of the ∆ coordinates) of the map depends on the nor-
malization magnitude. This is because, at fixed metallicity, the sensitivity of
(F275W − F814W ) and CF275W,F336W,F438W to chemical abundance varia-
tions depend on Teff . Especially in case of intermediate-age clusters, there
is also the additional issue that the range of surface nitrogen abundances
spanned by P1 and P2 stars generally changes along the RGB, as discussed
below. Both effects imply that the values of the widths WF275W,F814W and
WC F275W,F336W,F438W do depend on the brightness level chosen for the nor-
malization of the maps. This needs to be taken into account when translating
the observed shape and extensions of the chromosome maps to quantitative
chemical abundance spreads.
4.2 First dredge up and thermohaline mixing
An important issue to consider when translating colour or pseudocolour ranges
into initial chemical abundance spreads, or when ranking the width of RGBs
with respect to age and/or metallicity, is the evolutionary change of the sur-
face abundances involved in the anticorrelations. The large majority of the
information obtained about MPs has come from RGB stars, and we know
that the FDU alters the surface abundance of mainly nitrogen, and to a lesser
degree carbon (see, e.g., Cassisi and Salaris 2013; Salaris et al. 2015). During
the FDU the surface nitrogen increases (and carbon decreases) compared to
the initial values, and this increase depends on the initial abundance. The
variation of the surface abundances due to the FDU impacts the SEDs, hence
the predicted colours and pseudocolours sensitive to this element. This is not
relevant for old star clusters (especially the metal-poor ones), like the Galac-
tic GCs, because the impact of the FDU at these ages is minimal (see, e.g.,
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Salaris et al. 2015), but the effect is more important in intermediate age clus-
ters, where MPs have also been detected (Salaris et al. 2020).
Moreover, we know observationally (see, e.g., Gratton et al. 2000) that at
the RGB bump an additional element transport mechanism starts to increase
again the surface N (and decrease C) with increasing luminosity. Thermoha-
line mixing is generally considered to be responsible for these latter changes,
although theoretical predictions for the efficiency of this process in RGB stars
are still uncertain (see, e.g. Charbonnel and Lagarde 2010; Lattanzio et al.
2015).
Because of the FDU and later (presumably) thermohaline mixing, the ob-
served RGB widths in N-sensitive (and C-sensitive) colours and pseudocolours
are determined by both the initial nitrogen (and carbon) abundance spreads,
and the variations induced by these transport mechanisms. P2 stars, with a
higher initial N abundance, are predicted to be much less affected by FDU and
thermohaline mixing, compared to P1 objects. The reason is that during the
FDU the convective envelope reaches layers where the abundances of C and N
attained the equilibrium values of the CN cycle during core H-burning. The
equilibrium abundance of N is typically higher (and the C abundance lower)
than standard P1 solar scaled or α-enhanced counterparts for a given total
metallicity, hence the FDU causes an increase of surface N (and a decrease
of C). However, when the initial metal mixture is N-enhanced (and carbon
depleted) the equilibrium abundance of N (and C) becomes more comparable
to the initial one, and the effect of the FDU is much less appreciable, or even
negligible. The same is true for thermohaline mixing, which acts as to erase the
gradients of N and C abundances between the base of the convective envelope
and inner layers where CN is at equilibrium.
Reliable predictions for the effect of thermohaline mixing are hard to make,
given the theoretical uncertainty regarding the efficiency of this process, but
the effect of the FDU can be quantified. This is shown by Fig. 21, which
displays the run with age of∆[N/Fe], defined as the difference of surface [N/Fe]
between a RGB with P2 composition, and a coeval one with P1 composition
(for [Fe/H]=−1.3 in this example).
The figure shows both a representative initial ∆[N/Fe]ini –the same for
all ages– and the corresponding differences at the completion of the FDU
(∆[N/Fe]FDU). ∆[N/Fe]FDU is always lower than ∆[N/Fe]ini, following a trend
with age, despite the fact that ∆[N/Fe]ini is the same at all ages. In younger
RGB models ∆[N/Fe]FDU is much smaller than ∆[N/Fe]ini, getting progres-
sively closer to its initial value with increasing age. The reason for this trend
is that in RGB models with P1 initial N abundance, the surface [N/Fe] at the
end of the FDU increases with decreasing age, while the impact of the FDU is
always much reduced or negligible in N-enhanced P2 models. The effect of the
FDU on the surface carbon abundance is also small or negligible in P2 models
with initial C-depleted abundances, while the surface [C/Fe] at the end of the
FDU gets progressively lower with decreasing age in P1 models, hence the car-
bon abundance spread also increases with decreasing age (starting for a initial
constant value at all ages).
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Fig. 21 Initial value (∆[N/Fe]ini=0.8 – dashed line) of the surface [N/Fe] difference for a
set of bimodal populations with [Fe/H]=−1.3 and various ages t, together with the corre-
sponding difference ∆[N/Fe]FDU in the surface abundances after the FDU (solid line).
Figures 22 and 23 display a couple of examples of the impact of the
FDU on pseudocolours sensitive to P2 compositions (see Salaris et al. 2020).
The P2 chemical composition in this case has [C/Fe]=−0.28, [N/Fe]=0.80 and
[O/Fe]=−0.28 (wich keeps the CNO sum unchanged compared to the P1 metal
distribution), whilst the P1 composition is solar scaled; no variations of Na,
Mg and Al have been included in the P2 composition, because they do not
have any relevant effect on the SED.
Figure 22 shows theoretical RGBs for two pairs of bimodal P1-P2 popula-
tions with ages equal to 6 and 13.5 Gyr, [Fe/H]=−1.3, and∆[N/Fe]ini=0.8, dis-
played in theMF438W−CF343N,F438W,F814W diagram employed by Martocchia et al.
(2019) to study MPs in intermediate-age clusters in the Magellanic Clouds.
The range of MF438W magnitudes corresponds approximately to the range
employed in Martocchia et al. (2019) analysis, which encompasses the entire
development of the FDU, and stops below the RGB bump. In the same figure
the dotted lines display P1 RGBs that do not account for the effect of the
FDU on the SEDs. At 13.5 Gyr the no-FDU (in the SED calculations) RGB
is almost coincident with the FDU RGB, because at this metallicity and age
the effect of the FDU on the surface abundances is very small also for the P1
composition. For the 6 Gyr case, the no-FDU P1 isochrone RGB runs parallel
to the P2 one, and diverges steadily from the calculations that include the
FDU.
Figure 23 displays instead the MF814W − CF275W,F336W,F438W RGB dia-
gram (below the RGB bump) of two P1-P2 bimodal populations (again at a
representative [Fe/H]=−1.3) with ages of 3 and 6 Gyr, respectively, including
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Fig. 22 MF438W − CF343N,F438W,F814W diagram of P1 and P2 RGB isochrones (calcu-
lated for [Fe/H]=−1.30) for 6 (solid lines) and 13.5 (dashed lines) Gyr, ∆[N/Fe]ini=0.8,
accounting for the FDU. The dotted and dash-dotted lines display P1 RGBs calculated
without considering the surface abundance variations due to the FDU on the SED, for the
same initial chemical compositions and ages (see text for details).
also P1 RGBs calculated without accounting for the FDU in the SEDs. The
CF275W,F336W,F438W N-sensitive pseudocolour is also employed as the vertical
axis of chromosome maps. The behaviour is the same as in Fig. 22, just this
time the relative position of P1 and P2 RGBs is swapped. The level at which
the total RGB width is normalized in the chromosome maps to compare differ-
ent clusters (two magnitudes above the main sequence turn off in the F814W
filter) is marked.
It is clear how with decreasing age the normalization is at magnitudes
increasingly more affected by FDU abundance variations. Any interpreta-
tion in terms of ∆[N/Fe]ini of the RGB widths in the chromosome maps of
intermediate-age clusters, but also comparisons of observed∆C F275W,F336W,F438W
as a function of age, must account for the effect of the FDU on the surface
[N/Fe] and pseudocolours. The net effect of neglecting the influence of the FDU
on the model SEDs is an underestimate of the initial N-abundance ranges from
RGB photometry.
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Fig. 23 MF814W −CF275W,F336W,F438W diagram of P1 (solid lines) and P2 (dashed lines)
isochrone RGBs (calculated for [Fe/H]=−1.30) for ages equal to 3 (upper panel) and 6 (lower
panel) Gyr, ∆[N/Fe]ini=0.8, including the effect of the FDU on the SEDs. The dotted
lines display P1 RGBs calculated without considering the effect of the surface abundance
variations due to the FDU. The horizontal thin lines mark the brightness corresponding to
two magnitudes above the TO, where the width of the RGB is taken in the chromosome
maps.
5 RGB bump luminosity and HB morphology as diagnostics of He
abundance spreads
As mentioned in Sect. 2, the luminosity of the RGB bump at fixed Z and
age is sensitive to the initial Y , hence it can potentially be used to constrain
the relative helium abundances among cluster MPs, if high precision photom-
etry is available. As an example, Fig. 24 displays the predicted magnitude
difference in the ACS F814W filter (insensitive to light element abundance
anticorrelations) between the RGB bump brightness of P2 and P1 Z=0.002
isochrones, as a function of the difference in Y (∆Y , calculated with respect to
the value Y=0.248 for the P1 composition), for two ages and P2 compositions
with constant (the same as P1 isochrones) and enhanced (by a factor of 2)
CNO, respectively. For a given cluster age and metallicity, measurements of
magnitude differences of the bump brightness translate straightforwardly into
values of ∆Y .
The dependence on age increases with increasing ∆Y , whilst the relation-
ship for CNO-enhanced P2 isochrones is offset by a sizeable zero point, due
to the fact that for the same Y and age the RGB bump in CNO enhanced
isochrones is fainter than in α-enhanced P1 ones. It is also important to notice
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Fig. 24 Magnitude difference in the ACS F814W filter between the RGB bump brightness
of P2 and P1 isochrones (P2 magnitude minus P1 magnitude) as a function of the Y dif-
ference (∆Y ) between the two populations (P2 Y abundance minus the P1 value), for the
two labelled ages. We display the case of P2 isochrones with the same CNO sum as the P1
models, and P2 isochrones with CNO sum enhanced by a factor of 2, as discussed in Sect. 2.
The RGB bump disappears beyond threshold values of Y , which depend on the isochrone
age and chemical composition.
that the RGB bump disappears beyond threshold values of Y , which depend
on age and chemical composition.
Bragaglia et al. (2010) determined empirically that the V bump luminosity
for P2 stars (identified spectroscopically) in a sample of 14 Galactic GCs is
on average brighter than P1 stars, implying larger Y abundances. Nataf et al.
(2011a) concluded that the gradient of the bump brightness and star counts
with the radial distance in the Galactic GC 47 Tuc, is consistent with the
presence of a helium enriched stellar population in the cluster centre. More re-
cently, Milone et al. (2015) detected the RGB bump in three populations along
the RGB of of NGC2808, as identified from the chromosome map, deriving he-
lium differences ∆Y ∼ 0.03 and ∼0.10, consistent with results obtained from
the MS colours (see Sect. 6).
Lagioia et al. (2018) have determined P1 and P2 RGB bump magnitudes
for a sample of 26 Galactic GCs, using chromosome maps to separate the two
types of populations. For 18 clusters they were able to determine from optical
CMDs an average ∆Y = 0.011±0.002 between P1 and P2 stars (assuming
coeval populations), the latter being more helium rich. Lagioia et al. (2019b)
performed a similar analysis in 4 Small Magellanic Cloud old clusters, finding
for three of them a slightly larger average Y in P2 stars.
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Fig. 25 Three optical CMDs of a synthetic HB for a bimodal P1-P2 cluster with the labelled
Z and the two labelled values of Y . The RGB progenitor masses correspond to an age of
12.5 Gyr. From top to bottom, the mean value ∆M of the mass lost by the RGB progenitors
(assumed to be the same for both P1 and P2 objects) increases. The assumed 1σ Gaussian
spread around ∆M is also labelled. The value of the morphology parameter HBtype for
both P1 and P2 objects is displayed in each panel (see text for details).
Also the HB can be used to estimate He abundance spreads in intermediate-
age (Chantereau et al. 2019) and old star clusters (see, e.g., D’Antona et al.
2002; di Criscienzo et al. 2010; Dalessandro et al. 2011, 2013; Gratton et al.
2013; Niederhofer et al. 2017), because its morphology is very sensitive to the
initial He distribution of the cluster population, as shown by the next two
figures.
Figure 25 displays optical CMDs (hence BCs are not affected by the light
element abundance variations) of three synthetic HBs, each one calculated for
a bimodal P1-P2 cluster with uniform metallicity (Z=0.002), the two labelled
initial values of Y (Y=0.248 for P1 stars and Y=0.300 for P2 stars), and RGB
progenitor ages equal to 12.5 Gyr, corresponding to initial masses equal to
0.84M⊙ and 0.76M⊙ for the P1 and P2 population, respectively. The mean
amount of mass lost by the RGB progenitors (∆M) is the same for both
populations in each CMD, and increases from the top to the bottom panel, as
labelled. The spread around these mean values is the same in all diagrams.
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Regardless of the specific value of ∆M , assuming it is the same for both
P1 and P2, the He-enhanced P2 synthetic objects are bluer than the P1 ones.
This a consequence of the lower RGB progenitor mass in the He-enhanced
population. With increasing ∆M , the overall HB morphology becomes bluer,
and a blue tail typical of optical HB CMDs (due to the large increase of the
BCs above a threshold Teff) start to appear. A quantitative measure of this
increasingly bluer morphology with increasing ∆M is provided by the HBtype
parameter, defined as HBtype ≡ (B− R)/(B + V+ R) where B, R, and V are
the number of objects bluer, redder and within the RR Lyrae instability strip,
respectively. The values of HBtype for both P1 and P2 objects increase with
increasing ∆M , as expected from the progressive shift to bluer colours of the
synthetic populations.
Due to the lack of a reliable theory for the RGB mass loss, we cannot be
sure that ∆M is truly the same in P1 and P2 stars, and in terms of colour
distributions, morphologies like the ones in Fig. 25 could be reproduced by just
P1 objects, with a bimodal distribution of ∆M values. However, the enhance-
ment of He affects also the magnitudes –apart from the objects on the blue tail
in this optical CMD, where He-normal and He-enhanced objects are located
essentially on the same sequence. The P2 He-enhanced population is brighter,
because of the increased efficiency of the H-burning shell (see Sect. 2), and
this increase of luminosity cannot be reproduced by tuning the mass loss of
P1 objects.
Figure 26 makes this point very clear, by showing the optical CMD in
ACS optical filters, of two synthetic HBs with the same metallicity and pro-
genitor age, but in one case a constant initial Y=0.248 and a large spread of
∆M (with uniform distribution), whilst in the other simulation ∆M has a
single value with a negligible spread, but a range of initial helium abundance
enhancements (uniform distribution), from 0 to ∆Y=0.04. Both simulations
cover approximately the same colour range, but the slope of the synthetic HB
is clearly different in the two cases. A different slope of the HB when com-
paring synthetic populations with constant He and large spread of ∆M , with
populations at constant ∆M and large spread of Y , appears also in simula-
tions of red HBs like the Galactic GC 47 Tuc, and intermediate age clusters
(see, e.g. Salaris et al. 2016; Chantereau et al. 2019).
A range of initial He abundances explains the very tilted optical CMDs
of the HB in Galactic GCs like NGC 6388, NGC 6441 and NGC 1851(see
Caloi and D’Antona 2007; Busso et al. 2007; Salaris et al. 2008; Tailo et al.
2017, and references therein), and also extended blue tails like in the CMDs of
NGC 2808 (D’Antona et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2005), and again NGC6441 and
NGC6388.
Regarding the blue tails in UV CMDs, Dalessandro et al. (2011) and Dalessandro et al.
(2013) have shown with extensive simulations how the use of UV filters for
these hot HB stars help to disentangle the degeneracy between He-normal and
He-enhanced populations, by properly tracing the differences in bolometric
luminosities discussed in Sect. 2.
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Fig. 26 Optical CMD in the ACS filter system of two synthetic HBs with the same metal-
licity, progenitor age, but in one case (open circles) a constant Y=0.248 and a large spread
of ∆M , whilst in the other simulation ∆M has a negligible spread but a range of helium
abundances ∆Y=0.04 (filled circles). Both simulations cover approximately the same colour
range (see text for details).
Finally, the expectation that He-rich stars populate preferentially the hot-
ter side of the HB in old clusters, has been used to infer the presence of
MPs from the integrated colours of extragalactic globular clusters. Bellini et al.
(2015) have employed integrated UV-optical CMDs and two-colour diagrams
to identify a small group of likely GCs belonging to the elliptical galaxy M87,
which might host multiple populations with extreme helium content.
6 The main sequence as tracer of He abundance spreads
As discussed in Sect. 3, spreads and/or splittings of the MS in optical CMDs
provide us with yet another way to determine He-abundance spreads in clus-
ters, because they are caused by variations of the initial Y between P1 and
P2 stars, being independent of associated light-element abundance variations.
Figure 27 shows representative coeval isochrones (with [α/Fe]=0.4) in an opti-
cal CMD, calculated by varying the initial Y at either fixed Z or fixed [Fe/H].
The behaviour mirrors what was discussed in the theoretical HRD. Using the
MS in optical colours like (F606W −F814W ) to detect He abundance spreads
in clusters has the additional advantage of a weak metallicity dependence of
the (F606W − F814W )-Teff relation (Pietrinferni et al. 2004).
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Fig. 27 Optical CMD from the MS to the lower RGB in the ACS filter system, for 12 Gyr
isochrones with the various labelled initial values of Y and either constant [Fe/H] or constant
Z.
The determination of He abundance spreads from the MS is straighforward:
It is enough to evaluate colour differences on the MS at a given magnitude
level, for example ∼ 2 mag below the TO to avoid age effects (Cassisi et al.
2017), and compare them with model predictions. This is outlined in Fig. 28,
as applied to the case of the blue and red sequences observed along the MS of
ω Cen (Bedin et al. 2004; Piotto et al. 2005; King et al. 2012), a more compli-
cated situation than for standard monometallicity GCs. The figure displays the
difference of the (F606W − F814W ) colour taken at MF606W = 7.0 between
an isochrone with the same [Fe/H] of the red MS in the cluster ([Fe/H]=−1.62,
assuming it has standard Y=0.246) and an isochrone with the [Fe/H] of the
blue MS (the three possible values labelled), as a function of the initial He
abundance of the isochrone representative of the blue MS. The [Fe/H] of the
blue MS isochrones is kept constant when Y varies, fixed at the measured
value. The three different [Fe/H] for the blue MS reflect the observational un-
certainty (see, e.g., King et al. 2012), and the measured value of the colour
difference is also marked, together with the ±3σ uncertainty. The fact that
the red MS is more metal poor than the blue one means that the blue MS
must have a much higher initial Y .
The intersection of the solid horizontal line with the predictions from the
theoretical isochrones at varying Y provides a direct estimate of Y for the blue
MS. Values derived considering the full range of estimates of [Fe/H] for the
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Fig. 28 Difference of the MS colour (F606W −F814W ) (∆(F606W − F814W )) as a func-
tion of the initial Y taken at MF606W=7, for sets of isochrones with the labelled [Fe/H]
values (constant [Fe/H] at varying Y – solid lines). The [Fe/H] values are consistent with
spectroscopc measurements along the blue and red MS of ω Cen, and the horizontal solid
line shows the value of ∆(F606W − F814W ) between the red and blue MS as measured in
this cluster by King et al. (2012). The horizontal dashed lines represent the 3σ uncertainty
of this measurement. The long-dashed line shows the predicted difference when keeping fixed
Z when varying Y (see the text for more details).
blue MS provide an estimate of the effect of this source of error, to combine
with error from the uncertainty on the measured value of the colour difference.
Figure 28 shows also a prediction for the colour difference between the
blue and red MS of ω Cen by keeping fixed the metallicity Z of the blue
MS when increasing Y . The assumed value Z=0.002 corresponds exactly to
[Fe/H]=−1.32 (with a [α/Fe]=0.4 metal distribution) for a normal Y=0.248,
but to keep [Fe/H] fixed to this value with increasing Y , the metallicity Z
should increase by for example ∼15% for Y=0.40. This explains the difference
with the results for [Fe/H]=−1.32, constant with Y . There is no significant
variation in the colour difference predicted by the Z constant model until
∆Y ≈ 0.05. Above this limit, the constant Z models predict systematically
larger Y for the blue MS.
For the bulk of globular clusters the interpretation of colour differences
at fixed magnitude along the MS due to MPs with different Y is much sim-
pler. The measured values would correspond to differences calculated from
isochrones with the same Z and varying Y (because of the uniform Fe abun-
dance in the cluster). The minimum value of the difference would then be
zero, when both points belong to an isochrone with the same Z and Y . On
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the contrary, in case of ω Cen, when Y of the blue MS is the same as for the
red one, the predicted colour difference is negative, meaning that the blue MS
should actually be redder than the red one, because of its higher [Fe/H].
The use of optical CMDs of the cluster MS as He abundance diagnostic
has been discussed in detail by Cassisi et al. (2017) who found from their
α-enhanced models that:
– The derivative dY/d(F606W −F814W ) (taken two magnitudes below the
TO in F606W ) is weakly dependent on the isochrone metallicity, being
equal to about 2.3 mag−1 at Z=0.0003 (corresponding to [Fe/H]=−2.1 for
Y=0.245) and to 1.7 mag−1 at Z=0.008 (corresponding to [Fe/H]= −0.7
for Y=0.256);
– The values of dY/d(F606W −F814W ) are also largely independent of the
exact value of the MS reference brightness. A change from 2 magnitudes to
1 magnitude below the TO at Z=0.002 (corresponding to [Fe/H]=−1.3 for
Y=0.248) changes dY/d(F606W−F814W ) from 1.8 mag−1 to 2.1 mag−1;
– dY/d(F606W − F814W ) is also fairly independent of the isochrone age
when the reference brightness is at least about 2 mag below the TO, in the
unevolved part of the MS.
In the following, we discuss briefly the accuracy of the He abundance
spreads derived from MS optical CMDs, following Cassisi et al. (2017). We
summarize the impact of the efficiency of superadiabatic convection, the treat-
ment of the outer boundary conditions of the models, the effect of atomic dif-
fusion, and the choice of BCs. The tests discussed below are all made at fixed
Z=0.002, [α/Fe]=0.4, corresponding to [Fe/H]=−1.32 for Y=0.248.
Regarding the treatment of the superadiabatic envelope convection, the
mixing length theory (MLT – Bo¨hm-Vitense 1958) is almost universally used.
This formalism contains in its standard form 4 free parameters: three parame-
ters are fixed a priori (and define what we denote as the MLT flavour) whereas
one (the so-called mixing length, αMLT) is calibrated by reproducing observa-
tional constraints, firstly the solar radius by means of a solar model. Tracks
computed with different MLT flavours do basically overlap along MS, SGB and
RGB as long as αMLT is appropriately calibrated to match the solar radius
(see, e.g., Salaris and Cassisi 2008; Salaris et al. 2018). However, given that
there is no a priori reason for the solar αMLT to be appropriate also for other
masses, chemical compositions and evolutionary phases, it is important to
check how dY/d(F606W −F814W ) is affected by changes of αMLT. Figure 29
shows how the CMD location of the MS for two values of Y changes when
αMLT is varied by ±0.1 around the solar value. This variation is consistent
with the changes along the MS predicted by the 3D radiation hydrodynamics
models by Trampedach et al. (2014) and Magic et al. (2015). At a given He
abundance the three sequences are almost coincident for MF606W ∼6 (about
2 magnitudes below the TO) as well as at fainter magnitudes. The reason is
that models in this magnitude range have deep convective envelopes almost
completely adiabatic, and the variation of αMLT has a negligible effect on their
temperature stratification, hence on the predicted Teff and colours.
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Fig. 29 Optical CMD of 12 Gyr isochrones for Z = 0.002, Y = 0.248 and 0.40, computed
with a solar value of αMLT (solid lines) or alternatively increasing (dotted lines) and decreas-
ing (dashed lines) the solar value by 0.1. The magnitude levels corresponding toMF606W=6
and 7 (about 2 and 3 magnitudes below the TO) are marked.
To integrate the stellar structure equations, it is necessary to fix the value of
the pressure and temperature at the photosphere (see, e.g., VandenBerg et al.
2008, and references therein). The choice of these outer boundary conditions
has an impact of the MS location, because it affects the Teff of stellar models
with convective envelopes (see, e.g., Cassisi and Salaris 2013, for more details).
As a test, we have calculated isochrones computed adopting two widely used
T (τ) relationship to determine the model boundary conditions, namely the
Krishna Swamy (1966) T (τ) and the Eddington grey T (τ). For each of these
two choices the value of αMLT is calibrated on the Sun. Calculations with
the Eddington T (τ) are systematically bluer by ≈ 0.02 mag, but the shift
is independent of the adopted initial He abundance, the shape of the MS is
preserved, and the value of dY/d(F606W − F814W ) is unchanged.
It is well known (see, e.g. Cassisi and Salaris 2013) that, although helio-
seismic data require the inclusion of approximately fully efficient atomic diffu-
sion in the standard solar model, high resolution spectroscopy of metal-poor,
Galactic GC stars has shown strong evidence that the efficiency of this ele-
ment transport mechanism has to be lower than predicted by theory. Atomic
diffusion affects the chemical stratification of the MS models, modifying opac-
ity, and impacting the model Teff scale. Following the detailed investigation
by Cassisi et al. (2017), Fig. 30 compares isochrones with no atomic diffusion,
fully efficient diffusion thorughout the models, and diffusion from the convec-
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Fig. 30 As Fig. 29 but displaying isochrones computed from models calculated without
atomic diffusion (solid line), fully efficient diffusion throughout the models, like in the solar
model (dashed line), diffusion from the convective envelope inhibited, but efficient in the
radiative interior (dotted line). For the cases where atomic diffusion was included in the
calculations, the age of the isochrone has been reduced by 1 Gyr to account for the reduction
of the evolutionary lifetimes, so that all isochrones have a very similar TO brightness.
tive envelope inhibited, but efficient in the radiative interior. The first two
cases correspond to the two extreme situations: Fully efficient atomic diffu-
sion shifts the isochrone MS to redder colours, by an amount that increases
moving towards the MS turn-off. However, the faintest portion of the MS is
less affected, because models have very extended (in mass) fully mixed, con-
vective envelopes, which minimize the surface depletion of metals and He due
to atomic diffusion. This has the important implication that the calibration of
dY/d(F606W − F814W ) depends in this case on the adopted reference mag-
nitude: At MF606W=7, the effect of diffusion is barely noticeable, whilst it is
more relevant at MF606W=6.
The impact on the MS Teff and colours is He dependent, increasing with
increasing initial He abundance, because the larger Y , the shallower the con-
vective envelope. When diffusion is restricted to the radiative interiors the
impact on the MS colours is obviously reduced. In case of fully efficient diffu-
sion dY/d(F606W −F814W ) at MF606W=6 increases by about 0.4 mag
−1 in
the He range between 0.30 and 0.35, and by about 0.5 mag−1 for initial He
abundances larger than 0.35, compared to no diffusion models.
Finally, we briefly discuss the choice of BCs. Figure 31 shows the compari-
son of isochrones for two different values of Y (Y=0.248 and Y=0.40) and four
independent choices of BCs. Three sets come from theoretical calculations (AT-
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Fig. 31 As Fig. 29, but showing isochrones for four different choices of BCs. Solid
lines show the case of ATLAS9 bolometric corrections (Pietrinferni et al. 2004), dashed
lines PHOENIX BCs (Brott and Hauschildt 2005), dash-dotted lines MARCS BCs
(Casagrande and VandenBerg 2014), whilst dotted lines correspond to the empirical BCs
by Worthey and Lee (2011).
LAS9, employed as a reference in all previous tests, PHOENIX, MARCS, from
Pietrinferni et al. 2004; Brott and Hauschildt 2005; Casagrande and VandenBerg
2014, respectively), whilst one set is empirical (Worthey and Lee 2011). Vary-
ing the set of BCs affects the colours of the MS, but the impact on dY/d(F606W−
F814W ) is minimal when considering the three theoretical BC calculations,
because differences are just systematic shifts, the same for all Y . On the other
hand, the use of the empirical BCs does impact dY/d(F606W−F814W ), which
changes compared to the reference values for the ATLAS9 BC, because of a
clear change of shape of the isochrones. The value of dY/d(F606W −F814W )
is almost the same as for the reference ATLAS9 case atMF606W=6, but it gets
increasingly smaller than the corresponding reference value when considering
increasingly fainter magnitudes along the MS.
7 Present status and outlook
The previous sections have discussed in some detail a range of photometric
methods, informed by the results of high resolution spectroscopy, to disen-
tangle and characterize the main properties of MPs in massive star clusters.
Their application to Milky Way and Magellanic Clouds’ clusters has had a
massive impact on studies in the field. Below, we give a concise summary of
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Fig. 32 Present-day mass vs. age diagram of surveyed Galactic GCs and massive clusters in
the Magellanic Clouds, with and without photometrically detected MPs. A reference mass
equal to 105M⊙ is marked (see text for details).
the main information gathered by photometric investigations of MPs (see,
e.g., Dalessandro et al. 2014; Milone et al. 2017b; Bastian and Lardo 2018;
Milone et al. 2018; Lardo et al. 2018; Lagioia et al. 2019b,a; Chantereau et al.
2019; Martocchia et al. 2018a, 2019, and references therein), which set strong
constraints for all scenarios/models put forward to explain their origin, and
more in general the formation of massive star clusters.
– Figure 32 summarizes, in a cluster (present-day) mass-age diagram, the
situation regarding photometrically detected MPs in Galactic GCs and
massive clusters of the Magellanic Clouds. MPs have been detected down
to ages around 2 Gyr, but not below this threshold. At ages below about 8
Gyr the lower (present-day) mass limit for the presence of MPs is around
105M⊙, but several older clusters with MPs have lower masses, down to
about 2× 104M⊙.
– In some clusters clear multimodal (pseudo-)colour distributions are de-
tected in RGB chromosome maps or CMDs, whilst in other cases smooth
distributions are observed, without evident separations between popula-
tions.
– P2 stars are generally the most abundant population in most Galactic GCs.
On average, the larger the cluster mass, the smaller the fraction of P1 stars.
– A substantial fraction of GCs display internal chemical variations in P1
stars, very likely associated to a range of initial He abundances or, possibly,
small spreads of Fe on the order of 0.1 dex.
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– In Galactic GCs the RGB width in colours and pseudocolours sensitive
to He and N abundances correlates strongly with the cluster metallicity.
When this dependence is removed, the RGB width correlates with cluster
mass and luminosity. More massive and brighter clusters have larger in-
ternal variations of these elements. When considering also the relationship
between number fraction of P2 stars and cluster mass, it turns out that
the larger the fraction of P2 stars, the larger the internal variations of He
and N.
– Most GCs have P2 stars more concentrated in the innermost region than P1
stars, with few exceptions whereby P1 stars are more centrally concentrated
than P2 stars, or both P1 and P2 stars share the same radial distribution.
– The current sample of observed Magellanic Clouds’ clusters display a trend
with age of the RGB width in nitrogen sensitive indices. Even after correct-
ing for the effect of FDU, the width of the RGB increases with increasing
age. The range of He abundances derived from the CMD of the core He-
burning phase however does not seem to correlate with age, and follows
the same trend with cluster mass found in Galactic GCs.
– Estimates of the age difference between P1 and P2 populations (when they
have been determined) in Galactic GCs are within ∼300 Myr (see, e.g.,
Marino et al. 2012b; Nardiello et al. 2015), and within∼20Myr for massive
clusters about 2 Gyr old (see, e.g., Martocchia et al. 2018b; Saracino et al.
2020).
The discovery of MPs in intermediate-age massive clusters of the Magel-
lanic Clouds –the same MP phenomenon as in Galactic GCs– has certainly
put into a new perspective the problem of their formation. Whilst it has been
generally acknowledged that MP formation was connected to high-redshift en-
vironments, their discovery in clusters with ages as low as 2 Gyr is clearly in
serious conflict with this idea. An increase of the sample of Magellanic Clouds’
clusters hosting MPs (at the moment we have about just 10 clusters with MP
detection) is certainly necessary, together with a homogeneous comparison
with Galactic GCs using consistent pseudocolours (see Lagioia et al. 2019a)
and chromosome maps (see Saracino et al. 2019, 2020).
In the near future JWST will provide us with photometric diagnostics to
search for MPs in resolved massive clusters even beyond the Local Group
(Salaris et al. 2020). This will allow us to investigate in more depth the role
that the environment might play in the formation of MPs. At the same time
JWST will also enable to study the lower MS in a much larger sample of
Galactic GCs than possible today with HST, and provide crucial information
on the present-day mass functions of P1 and P2 stars, plus estimates of N and
O abundance ranges in this fully convective objects still on the zero age MS,
to compare with results from the much more evolved RGB stars in the same
cluster.
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